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in Zanskar

A young woman’s solitary journey
to reach physical and metaphysical heights

by Amy Edelstein

The 1970s were a hard decade for independently-minded young women to come of age in America,
especially in an East Coast industrial city that was more like the lumbering Midwest than the
forward-thinking eastern seaboard. When Amy Edelstein looked around the Pittsburgh neighborhood
she grew up in, she concluded that if she was going to find someone who might be able to offer more
than a shred of insight and guidance on a path to a life nobly-lived, she knew she had to head much
further afield. And so, she did. Leaving Cornell University to celebrate her 21st birthday in the
mountains outside of Pokhara, Nepal, she decided to spend the next years walking in the high
Himalayas, studying philosophy and meditation with the best teachers she could find, and doing
everything she could to tame her restless, anxious, and self-critical mind. She was on the perennial
quest. Determined to find that elusive awakened consciousness, in 1983 Amy journeyed to the remote
western corner of the Tibetan Plateau in Zanskar, India. Carrying a crumpled Indian Army map to
guide her, with dotted lines tracing footpaths and concentric mis-shaped ovals marking elevations, she
set out to walk several hundred miles in the oldest Buddhist valley in the world. Traveling alone,
without mountaineering gear or guides, she crossed mountain passes as high as 16,000 feet, traversed
glacial snow bridges, and slept in caves, shepherds’ huts, and outdoors under a brilliant star-studded
sky.

This account of her journey reveals a world of our recent past, yet one radically different from our
present—a world prior to the ubiquitous mobile phone and its globalizing influence. A world where we
could still adventure and discover great treasures of generosity, wisdom, and kindness. A world where
the Buddha’s teachings were in fact embedded in every aspect of life.

Readers of all ages will delight in this story. Adventure in Zanskar is part inner quest, part travelogue,
part daring mountain adventure, part feminine empowerment, and part unmitigated conviction in the

https://www.amazon.com/Adventure-Zanskar-solitary-physical-metaphysical/dp/173526508X


possibility of living from our better natures and being truly happy. This book is a wonderful escape
from our pressured lives, where endless emails, anxieties, and alienations shape our daily experience. It
is a call to honor our heart’s restless search for meaning, purpose, and contentedness. Finally, it is also
a story of self-honesty, courage, and freedom for all who cherish the notion of an inner awakening that
can reveal a way to live that makes sense of our confusing and complex world.

About the Author
IPPY-award winner and #1 Amazon bestselling author Amy Edelstein has
a unique perspective on the relationship between the inner journey and
outer change. Having begun her own meditation practice in 1978, and
spending the better part of four decades practicing, studying, researching,
writing about, and ultimately teaching a variety of contemplative
methodologies, Edelstein established and directs the non-profit Inner
Strength Education, which she founded in 2014.  Inner Strength brings
mindfulness, systems thinking, and social-emotional tools to
under-resourced schools, training more than 17,000 teens in Philadelphia
public high schools. She has now expanded the program’s reach with her
award-winning, trauma-informed free mindfulness app for teens Inner

Strength VIBE, available on GooglePlay and App Stores. Edelstein was awarded a Philadelphia Social
Innovation Award for her organization’s work in Violence Reduction. She is a Cornell University
College scholar and the author of six books, including The Conscious Classroom.

More about Amy’s work at www.InnerStrengthEducation.org and www.TheConsciousClassroom.com

20 Riveting chapters
20 Never before released photos

showing life in the remote Zanskar Valley before the doors of tourism were flung wide open
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